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Over the past 46 years, Wacol-based engineers Air and Gas Holdings has established a 
unique position in the marketplace providing Gas Storage & Handling, Liquid Waste Storage 
& Transport Systems, Storage & Handling of Other Dangerous Goods, Industrial Heating 
Appliances, Service & Maintenance, Pressure Equipment Inspection & Testing, Consulting 
Engineering & Design, Fabricated Products & Equipment Sales.

Air & Gas Holdings had been using two DOS-based accounting and inventory systems for the past 
25 years.

Administration Group Manager, Karen Brown, advised that whilst their DOS based systems had 
served them well, they were outdated and the team was spending considerable time managing 
duplicate entries into the two systems.

Both systems had limited functionality and reporting capacity, and it was time to support the 
business future with a modern, robust system that could handle all their requirements.  Job 
Costing for the manufacturing side of the business was a key requirement.

After reviewing a lot of systems, they settled on MYOB EXO Business because it ticked a lot of 
boxes with the job costing, scheduling and reporting capabilities.

The pre-planning and workflow review of the business conducted by our Exobiz consultant was 
highly valued, as was the setup of a test database to allow the team to test before go-live and 
ensure all business requirements had been met.  They still use the test database as it is a handy 
tool for trialling new processes before rolling it out to the team.

“Better reporting and clearer visibility on all our 
jobs and their status”

Modern costing, scheduling and reporting

Good bye DOS, hello efficiency

Out of date and limited DOS systems



Karen and the team appreciated having an Exobiz technical advisor on site for Go Live.  He 
worked closely with their staff to quickly update the system and deliver a timely turnaround with 
minimal disruption to the day-to-day tasks.

Since implementing MYOB Exo, the data can be more readily and easily managed.  Other 
outcomes reached through the implementation of MYOB EXO include:

• Reduced workload for the administration team as the workflow is now streamlined and 
has reduced duplicate entering.

• Streamlined workflows and processes.

• Improved stock management.

• Customised reports for job costing and invoicing.

Alongside this, the team can now easily access more comprehensive reporting, which has given 
them improved visibility on their job costing.

With MYOB Exo Business now up and running, the team is not only better equipped to manage 
their complex operations – it’s saving man hours each month, too.

Karen is also excited about the way they can now manage multiple store locations. 

Karen can also see the opportunities in being able to produce more details reports.  The added 
transparency and huge time savings are beneficial in themselves, but as Karen says, “it’s about the 
visibility across so many areas of the business.”

Looking in the future, Karen advised they are 
currently testing the Exobiz Beyond Field Services 
Application as this will be a very useful tool for the 
Service Technicians to track their jobs through their 
mobile device.
Karen Brown, Administration Group Manager

OUTCOME More visibility, huge time savings

“It’s been a huge time saver for us,” says Karen, “The efficiencies created by MYOB Exo Business has 
allowed our staff to reduce time spent on administrative tasks and allocate their time to other areas 
of the business.”

“The system is customisable, and we have customised reports for job costing and invoicing” says 
Karen.  “We now have better reporting and clearer visibility on all our Jobs and their status.”

“We have setup all our vehicles and satellite stores as locations and this has proven an easier way to 
manage stock and clear visibility”.  

Using the Scheduling tool in Exo for our service technicians is more efficient and is a time saver.  
The old system was very labour intensive where we used Excel and sending a text message to notify 
the service technicians of the job details.”
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